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Logline:  After relocating to a remote farm in Zululand a troubled young mother finds herself in the
fight of her life to save her five-year old daughter from a vengeful ancestral spirit.

Short Synopsis:  Returning from London to her home country, South Africa, Grace Gray and her 
five-year old daughter, Angie, relocate to a decrepit farmhouse in rural Zululand that Grace hopes to
renovate into a dream home.  She arrives to find that her ownership of the farmland is in dispute 
with the community who believe the entire region is sacred ancestral burial grounds and have filed a
land claim against Grace for the property.  Despite this hiccup, Grace pushes on with her building 
plans with Henry, Grace's childhood friend and foreman, who takes Angie under his wing and 
teaches her about Zulu culture, the land and the ancestors.  

But when the earth-movers roll in an disturb the farm grounds, eerie and inexplicable things begin 
to happen; Angie starts drawing dark images and talking to invisible beings - that she claims to have
met in the skinning shed at the bottom of the garden, and Grace is tormented with recurring, violent,
nightmarish visions of flooding water and arcing electricity, and flying insects.  After a fumigator - 
summoned to remove the huge creepy wasp nest in the skinning shed - is stung to death under 
mysterious circumstances, Grace decides to heed the "superstitious" warnings of Henry and the 
workers and investigates the farm's dark history.  She discovers her property is indeed surrounded 
by ancient Zulu burial grounds. She also learns, to her horror, that her farm was once used by 
apartheid security police as a clandestine location to torture and murder political detainees back in 
the late '80s.  Grace consults a Sangoma (Zulu Shaman) who tells her that the grounds are haunted 
by Amadlozi; the Shades...the Ancestors.  They seek vengeance and justice.  And one of them is 
trying to possess Angie. Meanwhile, in a nearby small rural town, three retired state security 
detectives are laying dark plans.  Anxious to prevent the farm's new residents from uncovering the 
damning evidence they buried there a long time ago, they plot a 'clean-up' operation -  which 
includes the elimination of all witnesses on the farm.  

Grace eventually finds herself trapped between these converging unnatural and supernatural forces 
in a life-or-death battle to save her child – and herself.

This script was developed with funding and support from NFVF.  

Enquiries & Contact: 
Rob de Mezieres (writer-director-producer)
robdemez@yahoo.com

Robert de Mezieres is an awarded filmmaker (writer-director-editor), blogger and activist.  You'll 
find more about him here and on his website.
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